An efficient constrained training algorithm for feedforward networks.
A novel algorithm is presented which supplements the training phase in feedforward networks with various forms of information about desired learning properties. This information is represented by conditions which must be satisfied in addition to the demand for minimization of the usual mean square error cost function. The purpose of these conditions is to improve convergence, learning speed, and generalization properties through prompt activation of the hidden units, optimal alignment of successive weight vector offsets, elimination of excessive hidden nodes, and regulation of the magnitude of search steps in the weight space. The algorithm is applied to several small- and large-scale binary benchmark training tasks, to test its convergence ability and learning speed, as well as to a large-scale OCR problem, to test its generalization capability. Its performance in terms of percentage of local minima, learning speed, and generalization ability is evaluated and found superior to the performance of the backpropagation algorithm and variants thereof taking especially into account the statistical significance of the results.